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Abstract
We study the implications for generating the cosmological baryon asymmetry through leptogene-
sis in the recent model of Fileviez Perez and Wise, which provides a new mechanism for generating
neutrino masses at one-loop by introducing new color octet fermion and scalar fields. We find that
there are significant differences with respect to other models for leptogenesis: low scale leptogenesis
can occur naturally and the CP asymmetry can be large as there is no upper bound arising from
neutrino masses. The CP asymmetry is insensitive to the phases in the neutrino mixing matrix.
We investigate in detail the minimal model that can simultaneously fit low scale neutrino physics,
the µ → eγ bound and leptogenesis. The model can provide outstanding collider signatures and
the value of the CP-asymmetry can be more constrained from lepton flavour violating processes
than from neutrino physics.
PACS numbers:
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I. INTRODUCTION
Although it is well established that neutrinos have mass, the nature of their mass is
still a mystery, requiring new degrees of freedom beyond the Standard Model (SM). It is
well known that if these degrees of freedom violate lepton number — such that neutrinos
are Majorana fermions — then their dynamics during the early universe can satisfy the
three Sakharov conditions [1] for the generation of the cosmological baryon asymmetry, via
leptogenesis.
In leptogenesis, a lepton asymmetry is generated by the CP-violating, out-of-equilibrium
decays of a heavy species X [2, 3]. Assuming this occurs before the electroweak phase
transition, this lepton asymmetry is partially converted into a baryon asymmetry by elec-
troweak sphaleron transitions [4]. The lepton-number-density-to-entropy-density ratio is
parametrized in the following way:
nL
s
= ǫX η
(nX
s
)
T≫mX
. (1)
The CP-violating asymmetry ǫX gives the average lepton number produced per X decay.
In general, there can be several decaying species, each with their own CP-asymmetry. The
efficiency factor η describes the competition between CP-violating decays and processes that
washout lepton-number; it results from a full numerical solution of the Boltzmann equations.
In turn, the baryon asymmetry is nB/s = κ (nL/s), with lepton-to-baryon conversion factor
κ = −28/51 when only SM degrees of freedom are relativistic during sphaleron freeze-out.
Unfortunately, many leptogenesis scenarios involve energy scales far beyond the reach
of colliders and are difficult to probe experimentally. For example, consider a type-I see-
saw scenario with hierarchical right-handed neutrinos, in which the lepton asymmetry is
generated by the decays of the lightest, massive right-handed neutrino N1. In this case, the
CP-asymmetry satisfies the bound [6, 7, 8]
|ǫN1| ≤
3
16π
mN1
v2
mν3 . (2)
The magnitude of nL is inextricably tied to the smallness of the neutrino masses; in this
scenario a strong lower bound on the mass of the decaying right handed neutrino exists:
mN1 & 10
9 GeV [8]. Furthermore, in the flavor blind case, the CP-violating phases that give
rise to ǫN1 are not determined by the CP-violating phases that are in principle observable in
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the light neutrino sector. Only imposing certain assumptions on the high energy Lagrangian
parameters is it possible to relate leptogenesis quantities with low energy observables includ-
ing rare decays; see [17] and references therein. An alternative approach has been to identify
possible scenarios for leptogenesis at a low energy scale [13] through different mechanisms
such as: mass degeneracy leading to resonant leptogenesis [5], hierarchy in couplings, three
body decays and the introduction of additional scales.
Recently, Fileviez Perez and Wise (FW) discovered several viable possibilities for gener-
ating Majorana neutrino masses at one-loop with new color octet scalar and fermion degrees
of freedom [14]. The main attraction of these scenarios is that these color octets may be
(but are not required to be) at the electroweak scale, thus accessible to the LHC.
In this work, we study leptogenesis in the FW model. Here, the CP-violating decays are
those of the octet fermions F or scalars S. As opposed to Eq. (2), the CP-asymmetries in the
FW model are not constrained by the smallness of the light neutrino masses. In principle,
leptogenesis is possible with electroweak-scale masses for F and S. We note that in this
model the enhancement of the CP-asymmetry does not rely on a hierarchy amongst the
couplings constants that provide the necessary CP violating phases, nor mass degeneracies
or three body decays.
We consider in detail the simplest leptogenesis scenario in the FW model: where the
CP-asymmetry ǫF1 is driven by two-body decays of the lightest octet fermion F1 → Sℓ.
Although ǫF1 is not constrained by neutrino masses, experimental limits on lepton flavor
violating processes provide stringent bounds on the magnitude of ǫF1. We compute the
implications for µ→ e γ. We discuss how this simplest scenario can be extended in order to
evade these constraints.
A significant difference with respect to the standard type I see-saw model of leptogenesis
is the existence of the additional gauge interactions of the heavy decaying particle. It has
been shown for different scenarios that the gauge interactions of the heavy decaying particle
need not dilute the lepton asymmetry excessively [9, 10, 11, 12] both in the weak and strong
washout regimes. In our case the strong gauge interactions of the new color octet scalar and
fermion degrees of freedom will permit them to easily obtain a thermal abundance, strongly
reducing the dependence on initial conditions[9] . Although the color octets will be kept
closely in thermal equilibrium through gauge interactions, this does not necessarily preclude
the generation of a significant lepton asymmetry if the decay rate is larger than the gauge
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annihilation rate. Studies of fermionic and scalar SU(2)L triplet leptogenesis found that a
sizable lepton asymmetry could be generated, with η ∼ O(1), despite small departures from
thermal equilibrium due to electroweak gauge interactions [11, 12]. We defer to future work
a computation of the efficiency factor η for leptogenesis in the FW model. However, these
strong gauge interactions are certainly beneficial from a phenomenological perspective in
that they provide a mechanism to produce the color octets at colliders. Indeed, this may be
the most experimentally accessible leptogenesis scenario proposed so far.
The main purpose of this paper is to show that low scale leptogenesis in the FW model is
feasible and compatible with constraints from neutrino physics and lepton flavor violation.
In section II, we review the generation of neutrino masses in the FW model. Section III
provides the main results for the CP-asymmetry relevant for leptogenesis and the correlation
with neutrino physics. In Section IV, we identify the constraints from lepton flavor violating
processes and briefly comment on collider signatures. In the final section we summarize the
main results.
II. NEUTRINO MASSES FROM COLOR OCTETS
In the FW model, the Standard Model is extended through the inclusion of the following
additional fields: (i) NS scalar fields S with SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y quantum numbers
(8,2,1/2), and (ii) NF fermions F with quantum numbers (8,1,0) [21]. We couple these
fields to the SM through the most general gauge invariant and renormalizable interaction
Lagrangian (using two-component spinor notation)
Lint =
(
yiab L
i ǫ Fa Sb + g
u
ijb u
i†
R SbǫQ
j + gdijb d
i†
RS
†
b Q
j + h.c.
)
− V (H,S) . (3)
The scalar potential V contains many terms [15]; here, the only one of relevance is
V ⊃ −λbc S†bH S†cH + h.c. . (4)
Our notation is as follows: the SU(2)L doublets are Li = (ν
i
L, e
i
L), Qi = (u
i
L, d
i
L), H =
(H+, H0), and S = (S+, S0); the indices i, j = 1, 2, 3 label generation, while indices a =
1..NF , b, c = 1..NS label the new fields; we have suppressed SU(3)C×SU(2)L indices; and
lastly, the antisymmetric tensor ǫ (with ǫ12 = 1) acts on the SU(2)L isospin space.
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This scenario provides a new mechanism for generating neutrino masses [14]. Following
these authors, we assume that λ is diagonal: λbc ≡ λb δbc. The left-handed neutrino Majorana
mass matrix, arising at one-loop order, is
Mνij =
∑
ab
1
4π2
yiab yjab λb v
2mFa
m2Sb +m
2
Fa
(
log(m2Fa/m
2
Sb
)− 1)(
m2Fa −m2Sb
)2 . (5)
The eigenvalues and mixing angles of this matrix are constrained by neutrino oscillation
experiments. The minimum field content needed to reproduce these constraints is either
NS = 1 and NF = 2, or NS = 2 and NF = 1 [14]; in these cases, the lightest neutrino is
massless. This scenario can accomodate three massive neutrinos for NS = NF = 2.
In our analysis below, we consider both the normal and inverted hierarchies, with the
following input parameters for the light neutrino masses:
(mν1 , mν2 , mν3) =


(
0,
√
∆m2
sol
,
√
∆m2atm
)
[normal](√
∆m2atm −∆m2sol,
√
∆m2atm, 0
)
[inverted]
(6)
where ∆m2sol ≃ 8 × 10−5 eV2 and ∆m2atm ≃ 8 × 10−3 eV2, and mixing angles θ12 ≃ 35◦,
θ23 ≃ 45◦, and θ13 ≃ 0 [16]. We neglect potential Majorana phases in the neutrino mixing
matrix.
III. LEPTOGENESIS
Within the FW model, there are several different leptogenesis scenarios, depending on
the number of octet fermions and scalars, and the hierarchy of their masses. In this section
we consider the simplest case, with NS = 1 and NF = 2, and compute the relevant CP-
violating asymmetry. The overall scale of the light neutrino masses does not constrain
the CP-violating asymmetries. As we show below, the decay rate and the asymmetry are
proportional to the coupling constants y, but do not involve λ. As far as neutrino masses
are concerned, we can have y ∼ O(1), with TeV-scale masses mF and mS, as long as we
tune λ to be sufficiently small: λ . 10−10.
Let us consider the case with masses mF2 > mF1 > mS. We assume that the CP-
asymmetry is driven primarily by decays of F1, shown in Fig. 1. This assumption is most
valid when mF2 ≫ mF1 , so that F2 freezes out while F1 is in equilibrium; any CP-asymmetry
generated by the decays of F2 will be washed out by processes LS ↔ F1 ↔ S†L¯.
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FIG. 1: Tree-level (a) and one-loop (b,c) amplitudes for F1 → SLi decay. The interference between
these amplitudes gives rise to the CP-asymmetry ǫF1.
The tree-level decay rate is
Γ(F1 → SLi)
∣∣∣
tree
= Γ(F1 → S†L¯i)
∣∣∣
tree
=
|yi1|2
16π
(m2F1 −m2S)2
m3F1
. (7)
Here, we have suppressed the label b for Sb, since b = 1 only.
The CP-violating asymmetry, defined as
ǫF1 ≡
∑
i Γ(F1 → SLi)− Γ(F1 → S†L¯i)∑
i Γ(F1 → SLi) + Γ(F1 → S†L¯i)
, (8)
is non-zero due to the interference between tree-level (Fig. 1a) and one-loop amplitudes
(Fig. 1b,c). We find the asymmetry
ǫF1 =
3
8π
∑
i,j Im[yi1y
∗
i2yj1y
∗
j2]∑
i |yi1|2
(m2F1 −m2S)2
m3F1mF2
f(mF1 , mF2 , mS) , (9)
where we have defined
f(mF1 , mF2 , mS) ≡
2m2F2
3(m2F2 −m2F1)(m2F1 −m2S)4
(10)
×
{
m4F1(m
2
F2
−m2F1)(m2F1 +m2F2 − 2m2S) log
[
m2F1(m
2
F1
+m2F2 − 2m2S)
m2F1 m
2
F2
−m4S
]
+ (m2F1 −m2S)2(2m4F1 +m4S −m2F1m2F2 − 2m2F1m2S)
}
such that f(mF1 , mF2, mS) = 1 in the limit that mF2 ≫ mF1 .
We now show that the CP-violating phases that enter into the light-neutrino mixing
matrix are not relevant to the CP-asymmetry that drives leptogenesis. When NS = 1 and
NF = 2, the neutrino mass matrix has the form
Mνij =
∑
a
Ma yia yja , (11)
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where
Ma ≡ λ v
2mFa
4π2
m2S +m
2
Fa
(
log(m2Fa/m
2
S)− 1
)
(
m2Fa −m2S
)2 , (12)
and we have suppressed the b index, since b = 1 only. In this case, the most general form
for y that gives the correct light neutrino masses and mixing angles is y = U ·X , where for
the normal hierarchy
X ≡


0 0
η1
√
mν2
M1
− mν2
mν3
x2 η2
√
M1mν2
M2mν3
x
x −η1η2
√
mν3
M2
− M1
M2
x2

 , (13)
and for the inverted hierarchy
X ≡


η1
√
mν1
M1
− mν1
mν2
x2 η2
√
M1mν1
M2mν2
x
x −η1η2
√
mν2
M2
− M1
M2
x2
0 0

 . (14)
Here, x is an undetermined complex parameter, and ηi = ±1. The matrix U is the neutrino
mixing matrix, containing the mixing angles and phases that are in principle observable
through studies of light neutrinos. The CP-asymmetry is proportional to the factor
∑
i,j
Im[yi1y
∗
i2yj1y
∗
j2] =
∑
i,j
Im[Xi1X
∗
i2Xj1X
∗
j2] , (15)
where the right side follows by the unitarity of U . Therefore, we find that the CP-violating
phases that drive leptogenesis are contained in X and are independent of the phases in U .
It is not difficult to generalize this argument to any NS and NF .
Some additional comments are now in order:
• For a full calculation in the context of our model for leptogenesis at low temperatures
flavor effects [6] must be taken into account. There would be an additional diagram
that contributes to each CP flavour asymmetry which corresponds to the self energy
correction with the lepton flowing in the bubble in the opposite direction. In this
case the CP-asymmetry will also depend on the the U matrix elements. However, it
has been shown [18] that when rates for lepton flavour violating processes are large
at high temperature the chemical potentials for leptons will equilibrate and thus the
CP-asymmetry is correctly calculated by eq.(9). For large portions of the region of
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FIG. 2: Results of our parameter scan, showing the correlation between the CP-asymmetry ǫF1 and
the (S†H)2 coupling λ. Areas under curves denote regions of viable parameter space, consistent
with perturbativity in y and with observed light neutrino masses and mixing angles for normal
(left panel) and inverted (right panel) hierarchies. The multiple curves denote different choices of
octet masses: (mS , mF1 , mF2) = (0.1, 0.2, 0.5) TeV (dotted red), (1, 2, 5) TeV (dashed green), and
(10, 20, 50) TeV (solid blue).
parameters that we study the scatterings involving lepton flavour violation (LFV) are
in equilibrium. See below for the implications of LFV in low energy processes.
• For the regime in which mS1 > mFi +ml the CP asymmetry will be produced by the
decay of the scalar octets. In this case the minimum particle content required is of two
scalar and one fermion octet to be consistent with neutrino physics. The expression
for the CP-asymmetry can be similarly obtained.
• For some specific mass regimes, such as mF2 > mS1 > mF1 , the CP asymmetry can be
produced through three body decays.
We now compute the (unflavored) CP-asymmetry numerically. Our results, described
below, are shown in Fig. 2. We take three representative choices for the scalar and fermion
octet masses:
(mS, mF1 , mF2) =


(0.1, 0.2, 0.5) TeV [dotted red]
(1, 2, 5) TeV [dashed green]
(10, 20, 50) TeV [solid blue]
(16)
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Next, we perform a parameter scan over λ and x; according to Eqs. (13,14), these are the
only remaining free parameters in y if we enforce consistency with the observed light neutrino
mass parameters combined with the normal or inverted hierarchy cases. We scan over the
following range:
10−14 < |λ| < 10−4 , 10−6 < |x| < 10 , 0 < arg(x) < 2π . (17)
Furthermore, we randomly choose the signs of λ and η1,2. We impose perturbativity in
y by discarding parameter points for which max(yia) >
√
4π. The upper bound on |x| is
essentially arbitrary and has been chosen so that it is possible to saturate the perturbativity
bound on y during our scan. On the other hand, in the limit that |x| → 0, the matrix X is
real and the CP-violating asymmetry vanishes.
In Fig. 2, we show regions of parameter space consistent with our numerical scans. In
both panels, we plot the CP-asymmetry ǫF1 as a function of |λ|. In the left panel, the
area under the red dotted curve shows the region of viable parameter space given by our
scan for octet masses (mS, mF1 , mF2) = (0.1, 0.2, 0.5) TeV, consistent with all observed
neutrino masses and mixing angles for the normal hierarchy. The upper, diagonal bound
arises due to the neutrino masses, while the left bound arises due to perturbativity in y. The
other curves show the corresponding regions of viable parameter space for heavier choices
of octet masses: (mS, mF1, mF2) = (1, 2, 5) TeV (dashed green) and (mS, mF1, mF2) =
(10, 20, 50) TeV (solid blue). In the right panel, we show the same results for the inverted
hierarchy case. Compared to the normal case, the CP-asymmetry in the inverted case tends
to be suppressed by two orders of magnitude; numerically, this occurs due to the near-
degeneracy of mν1 ≃ mν2 .
Our main conclusion is that the CP-asymmetry can be as large as O(1) in this model
for normal hierarchy and O(10−2) for the inverted hierarchy of the light neutrino masses.
Assuming that washout processes are not severe, this appears promising for leptogenesis.
For fixed |λ|, the CP-asymmetry can be increased for larger octet masses; on the other hand,
for fixed octet masses, the CP-asymmetry can be increased by decreasing |λ|.
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FIG. 3: Parameter scan showing correlation between CP-asymmetry ǫF1 and Br(µ→ eγ) for three
set of values of mF2, mF1 and mS, as in Fig. 2, for normal (left panel) and inverted (right panel)
hierarchies. Region under the curve is allowed parameter space consistent with neutrino masses
and mixings. Vertical line denotes present experimental limit on Br(µ→ eγ).
IV. LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION
We have seen that in this model for leptogenesis the scale of the masses of the new degrees
of freedom can be on the order of the electroweak scale, with sizeable couplings to leptons.
This opens up the possibility of new signatures at colliders and in low energy precision
measurements.
In this work, we focus on an important constraint from experimental limits on the lepton
flavor violating decay µ→ eγ. Although the rate for this process is independent of the CP-
violating phases relevant for leptogenesis, it can strongly constrain the magnitude of some
of the couplings that enter the CP-asymmetry. For arbitrary NF and NS, the branching
ratio is
Br[µ→ eγ] = 12π
2 |A|2
G2F m
2
µ
, (18)
where
A ≡
∑
a,b
e y∗1ab y2ab
32 π2
mµ
∫ 1
0
dx
1− x+ x2 − x3
xm2Fa + (1− x)m2Sb
. (19)
Now, let us specialize to the case of our illustrative example, where NS = 1 and NF = 2,
and mF2 > mF1 > mS. In Fig. 3, we show the results of our parameter scan, plotting the
value of the CP-asymmetry versus the branching ratio of µ → eγ. The regions under the
curves correspond to viable parameter space regions for the normal (left panel) and inverted
hierarchies (right panel), for three choices of octet masses listed in Eq. (17). The vertical
line denotes the current experimental bound Br(µ→ eγ) ≤ 1.2× 10−11 [19], which strongly
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constrains the magnitude of the CP-asymmetry. Limits on other lepton-flavor violating
decays may provide additional important constraints; we defer a systematic analysis to a
future study.
There are two ways to evade these severe constraints. First, one can increase the scale of
the octet masses. This is clearly shown in Fig. 3, where for larger octet masses, the region of
viable parameter space includes larger values of ǫF1 . Furthermore, it is sufficient to increase
only mF1,2 ; the scalar can still be light.
Second, one could consider an octet sector extended beyond the simplest case considered
here. With more parameters, there is more freedom to have large CP-violating asymmetries
with supressed lepton flavor violation. As a proof of principle, let us consider an example
in which NF = 2 and NS = 3. Next, suppose that the y couplings could be written
as yiab ≡ ya δib. In this case, the (LiFaSb)-vertex by itself will not lead to lepton flavor
violating decays such as µ→ eγ; according to Eq. (19), we have A = 0. Meanwhile, suppose
leptogenesis is driven by decays F1 → LiSb, similar to the previous section. The CP-violating
asymmetry will be proportional to
ǫF1 ∝
∑
i,j
∑
b,c
Im[yi1byj1by
∗
i2by
∗
j2a] = Im
[
(y1y
∗
2)
2
]
(20)
which can be large and non-zero for sin[arg(y1y
∗
2)] 6= 0. On the other hand, lepton flavor
violation must appear in the neutrino mass matrix; this can be induced with a non-diagonal
parameter λbc. If this parameter is sufficiently small, lepton flavor violation will be sup-
pressed, while the CP-asymmetry will be enhanced, analogous to Fig. 2. This example
shows that although lepton flavor violation constraints are strong, they can be evaded with-
out pushing the octet masses beyond the electroweak scale.
It is also important to note that there is no significant constraint arising at one loop level
from electric dipole moments in the minimal model we have considered as the CP violating
phases cancel out.
At the LHC the production of the fermion octet could occur similarly to the pair pro-
duction of gluinos and the decay of the fermion octet with leptons in the final state would
produce a distinctive signature of same-sign dileptons [14]. Also the constraints from elec-
troweak precision constraints have been studied in detail from the presence of scalar octets in
[20], focusing on the so-called oblique corrections to the gauge boson vacuum polarizations.
Here we note that it is conceivable that additional constraints arising from electroweak pre-
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cision observables can arise on the models we have focused on from corrections of the Zℓℓ
vertex through F and S loops. However, a detailed analysis of these effects is beyond the
scope of this paper.
V. SUMMARY
We have explored the possibility of generating the cosmological baryon asymmety in the
context of an extension of the SM with additional scalar and fermion octets. We have
shown that it is possible to have a large value of the CP-asymmetry relevant for leptogenesis
at an energy scale not much larger than the electroweak scale and simultaneously fulfill
experimental results for neutrino masses and mixings. The CP-asymmetry does not depend
on the phases in the neutrino mixing matrix. We have not performed a detailed calculation
of the efficiency of the production of the lepton asymmetry but note that it may be possible
to have cases in which the dilution from gauge interactions is not too significant. The
fact that low scale leptogenesis can occur via the decay of a particle with SU(3) gauge
interactions enhances its direct testability in the near future. We have also indicated the
relevance that laboratory bounds from the non-observance of rare leptonic decays can have
on the magnitude of the CP-asymmetry. In particular, this may require that the color octets
be on the order of a few TeV.
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